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Engagement with Knowledge
There are two main ways we interact with new information. Either we have to think about it and then 
discuss, or discuss first in order to think about it. Which are you?

If you...

If you...

are ofen asked to stop talk
ing during class

Sometimes you might hear yourself talking over people’s conversations 
if they speak slowly or you may find yourself filling in the gaps between 
their comments.

love working in a groups for sounding out ideas while learning

most 
likely a 
“Talk to 
Think” 
person

most 
likely a 
“Think 
to talk” 
person

don’t like being called on during class because you need some additional 
quiet time formulating a response to what you’ve heard.

probably don’t dare say something before you’ve thought
 

it well through.

love working alone first or in pairsto gather thoughts and take time

So let’s find out!
Compare the two side-by-side responses and highlight the statement that applies to you right 
now. Then count the number of highlighted items and write your total at the bottom of each 
column.

I like a holistic (big picture) approach  I like a logical approach

I make decisions quickly    I take time to reflect on my options

I take on several parts of a project at once  I finish one thing before starting another

I’m comfortable even when I’m uncertain of the  I like to know there is a logical conclusion
conclusion  

People say I’m quick to take action  People say I’m slow to take action

I don’t need to know everything about a project I like to know the details before I start  
before getting started

I’m quick to give an answer   I like going point-by-point

I tend to start projects without too much planning I tend to keep everything organized in an or-
derly 
      fashion

“Talk to think” engagement style “Think to talk” engagement style

Total:_________      Total: _____________ 

Tips for 
group work

1. Share and respect each 
other’s engagement type

2. ask for what you need (I 
just need a minute to pro-
cess this outloud.)

3. Compromise (sure, can we 
write out our thoughts for a 
minute first and then share?)

4. Listen, Listen, Listen (to 
your partners AND you. 
Check yourself, have you 
withdrawn from conversa-
tion? Are you talking over 
others?)

5. Have grace with one 
another
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ask questions •get help•advocate for myself • set 
goals•bring supplies have a note buddy• enlist a study 
group• tutor •schedule•find rewards•Celebrate•be 
prepared•no excuses•believe in myself•find out 
why• make it fun•go big•try my best•refuse to give 
up • ask questions •get help•advocate for myself • set 
goals•bring supplies have a note buddy• enlist a study 
group• tutor •schedule•find rewards•Celebrate•be 
prepared•no excuses•believe in myself•find out 

m
o

•t
i•

v
a

•t
io

n
noun
1.
the reason or reasons one has for acting or behaving in a particular way.
“escape can be a strong motivation for travel”
synonyms: motive, motivating force, incentive, stimulus, stimulation, in-
spiration, inducement, incitement, spur, reason; 

Determined by 
circumstances; 
internal or external 

drive; personal

interest; 

potential outcomes

“How is this relevant?”
“I’m too tired to focus”

Could I pot
entially di

e in this e
ndeavor?

Read the question on the left and highlight which one response in the row to the right 
best fits for you. Count the number of highlighted items in each column and write your 
total at the bottom. These questions have no right or wrong answers. The total on the 
bottom reflects what motivates you to learn, i.e., goals, relationships with others, or 
learning for the sake of learning.

I’m proud when I… get things done help other people think things through

I mostly think about... What is coming next People Ideas

To relax, I tend to... Do whatever it takes to accom-
plish relaxation

Hang out and talk with friends Read or surf the web to learn 
new things

I like to do things... Now or on a schedule When it works for everyone When it feels right

When online, I like to... Search and retrieve Write emails, instant message, 
or chat

Look around and linger

Projects should be... Finished on time Done in groups Meaningful to me

In School, I like to... Ask constant questions Make friends Explore

Schedules... Keep order Help coordinate people Are a useful tool

I like to be recognized for... Being organized, neat, produc-
tive, efficient, and punctual

Noticing other people, being 
kind, fair, thoughtful, and 
considerate

Being clever and smart, making 
discoveries, and solving prob-
lems

In terms of completing 
things...

I finish what I start I like to enlist the help of other 
people

I believe that life is a journey, 
not a destination

Total Goals: Relationships: Learning

Consider one of your academic goals for the 2013-14 school year. 
What are three things you could do to ensure success?

1 2 3
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Learning

When I try to concentrate... I grow distracted by clutter or 
movement, and I notice things 
around me other people don’t 
notice

I get distracted by sounds, and I 
attempt to control the amount of 
noise around me

I become distracted by commo-
tion, and I tend to retreat inside 
myself

When I visualize... I see vivid, detailed pictures in 
my thoughts

I think in voices and sounds I see images in my thoughts that 
involve movement

When I talk with others... I find it difficult to listen for very 
long

I enjoy listening, or I get impa-
tient to talk also

I gesture and communicate with 
my hands

When I contact people... I prefer face-to-face meetings I prefer speaking by telephone or 
text for serious conversations

I prefer to interact while walking 
or participating in some activity

When I see an acquaintance... I forget names but remember 
faces, and I tend to replay where 
we met for the first time

I know people’s names and I can 
usually quote what we discussed

I remember what we did together, 
and I may also “feel” our time 
together

When I relax... I watch TV, see a play, visit an 
exhibit, or go to a movie

I listen to the radio, play music, 
read, or talk with a friend

I play sports, make crafts, or 
build something with my hands

When I read... I like descriptive examples and I 
may pause to imagine the scene

I enjoy the narrative most and I 
can almost “hear” the characters 
talk

I prefer action-oriented stories, 
but I don not often read for 
pleasure

When I spell... I envision the word in my mind 
or imagine what the word looks 
like when written

I sound out the word, sometimes 
aloud, and I tend to recall rules 
about letter order

I get a feel for the word by writing 
it out or pretending to type it

When I do something new... I seek out demonstrations, pic-
tures, and diagrams

I want verbal and written instruc-
tions, and I want to talk it over 
with someone else

I jump right in to try it, keep try-
ing, and try different approaches

When I assemble an object... I look at the picture first and 
then, maybe, read the directions

I read the directions, or I talk 
aloud as I work

I usually ignore the directions 
and figure it out as I go along

When I interpret someone’s 
mood...

I examine facial expressions I rely on listening to tone of voice I focus on body language

When I teach other people... I show them I tell them, write it out, or I ask 
them a series of questions

I demonstrate how it is done and 
then I ask them to try

Total: Visual: Auditory Tactile/kinesthetic

Learning style refers to the ways you prefer to approach new information. Answer the questions below by 
choosing the answer that suits you best in the row.

Most people have a primary and secondary. It is possible to have a tie. At that point, you read the descriptions 
and see what parts fit you the most.

W
h

en
 I 

R
ea

d

V

A

T/K

draw pictures in the margins, look at the graphics, and read the text that explains the 
graphics. Envision the topic or play a movie in your thoughts based on the subject 
matter.

listen to the words you read. Try to develop an internal conversation between you and 
the text. Don’t be embarrassed to read aloud or talk through them.

use a pencil or highlighter pen to mark passages that are meaningful to you. Take notes, transferring the in-
formation you learn to the margins of the book, into your journal, or onto your computer. Doodle whatever 
comes to mind as you read. Hold the book in your hands instead of placing it on the table. Walk around as 
you read. Feel the words and ideas. Get busy—both mentally and physically.
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Visual

Auditory

Kinesthetic

Style
You learn best by hearing or listening. Auditory learners do not necessarily make pictures in their minds, as do visual learners, 
but rather they filter incoming information through their listening and repeating skills. 

Of the three learning style preferences, the auditory learner is the most talkative and has more difficulty writing. 

As an auditory learner, you have the ability to easily recall what people say, tell wonderful stories, and tend to solve problems 
by “talking” about them. 

Your excellent hearing and listening skills are what make great musicians, disc jockeys, psychologist, etc.

Your speech patterns will represent exactly how you think, i.e., “I hear you,” “That clicks,” “That sounds right,” “That rings a 
bell,” etc.

You think in images or pictures. It is as if you have a movie camera in your mind. You process what you hear or read, and you 
translate it into images in your brain.

When you want to recall what you have learned, you simply glance upward and look at the image that you have stored as a 
“Picture Screen.”

This process is like going to the movies and then telling a friend what you have seen. Your memory is taking place by reviewing 
the pictures from the movie and then easily talking or writing about the story line (or main points of the story).

Your speech patterns will represent exactly how you think, i.e., “I  see,” “I get the picture,” Let’s focus on this,” etc. 

Brain research tells us that visual or picture recall is much more efficient when taking written tests. Therefore, visual learners 
tend to receive the highest test scores on written exams.

You learn best through touching things or your feelings about the subject matter. If you can touch it and feel whatever you 
are learning about, you will process and remember the information quite well.

In calm, quiet environments, you will have more difficulty paying attention, and it is harder to get “focused” (a visual term).

Kinesthetic learners do not make internal pictures of neatness and organization that visual learners make so easily in their 
minds. 

Children and adults who prefer the kinesthetic learning style are not usually making pictures in their minds at all. If you do not 
normally make pictures in your mind, it follows that there are no pictures to either “keep neat” or to “mess up;” therefore, it 
is normal for you to appear disorganized. 

Because you are more tactile in your learning preference, time is not necessarily important for you. Therefore, you might not 
project the consequences of your actions simply because you do not “SEE” as others do.
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Way to stay with it!
Go to http://mayobrock.wordpress.com to take 

the survey

http://mayobrock.wordpress.com

